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IN MEMORY OF THOSE ANONYMCUS DRUG ADDICTS 

i1HO HAVE DIED ffi(ll1 HEROIN OVERDOSE IN THE 

GF:.EATER VANCOUVER l-IE'IROPClLIS. 

,I 

1I •••••• J1y curiosity and the offer of free heroin from a source 
so close at hand, resulted in my first usage •••••••• it was not 
long before I was in a position of heavy debt to certain parties 
•••••••• I have made many mistakes in my life, but none as 
personally deceiving as, considering my will, strong enough to 
hold off heroin addiction •••••••• no one is, once the first steps 
are taken and a constant supply remains available e ••••••• addiction 
is like the coming of night, slow but irreversable •••••••• the 
addict attempts to fool the time sense, both the past(a reminder 
of past failures) and the future (which holds new problems to 
surmount) •••••••• he attempts to live in his twilight of the 
present, relying on the heroin to hold off thoughts of anything 
else ......... 11 

Recollections of an anonymous 
eighteen year old heroin 
addict introduced' to the drug 
in Vancouver 1972. , 

" ••••••• All my life, I have wanted to attend University but 
thought it .... ·as hopeless ••• ~ •• u I cantt promise that I will 
stay out of trouble ••• ~ ..... I am, only going to try my level 
headed best to do s08 ........ I am hopeful •• a ••••• I want to try" 

An anonymous twenty-t~e Ioar olQ 
heroin addict (194S-71) who 
died from a drug overdose 
in Vancouver within four months 
of writing these words. 

----~--------
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" ••••••• S)cial research is urgently needed in order to (1) devise 
ways and means of establishing an effective early detection 
method (2) assist parents, schools and autb::>rities in ways and 
measures of controlling the problem (3) pioneer new methods of 
improving social functioning' concerning those who are narcotic 
prone or who are known to be associating with addicts •••••• !. 
co-ordination of existing services in the community concerned 
with this problem ma.y'be the -first step in controlling the spread 
of narcotic use •• " .' •••• a special treatment unit with detached 
workers on night duty should be set up with case16ads sma}: 
enough to permit an intensified personal service ......... such 
action will require courage to look at the costs not only in terms 
of dollars but rather the human misery that· can result if the 
problem is allowed to remain dorm~JP.t. 0 ••••• .,11 

~J',"", 

A. Trono and J. Sabourin "Use ot 
Narcotics by Juveniles in Vancouver 
IIUnpub1ished -Paper, 1964. 

" ••••• utnere is concern voi.:;ed by those without power and a 
suppression of this concern by tho2e in power, fearful that' any 
recognition of a problem within the sphere of their jurisdiction 
would be an implicit criticism of their administration •••••••• rather 
than criticising a given institution,as being responsible for 
producing or failing to control the problem, a:Q appeal was made 
for the support of all institutions to work co11aborativelyin 
exploring the ways of coping with a multi-faceted problem. II 

s. Lecker, M.D. and W. _ Pigott 
"Coping with Drug Abuse'" Ganadats 
Mental Health SupPlement" No.64., 
1m-eh/April" 1970. " 
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A S;ymposium on Heroin Use was held at the Canadian 
Memorial Church Vancouver, B~ Co Februa.ry 28th, 1973 sponsored 
by the B. C. Corrections Service., 

. The following groups were represented (1) Law Enforcement 
and legal authorities (2) Emergency Services both professional 
and Vo1unt~ (3) Voluntary Agencies (4) Public Agencies 
(5) Medical Personnel including Doctors, nUl'ses and Social 

Workers (6) Correctional Services including Federal,Provincial 
and MUnicipal (7) Self Help. Groups (8) Several ex-heroin users 
and addicts (9) Members of the Clergy, educators and recreational 
personne1o. 

Contrary to expectations, more than 200 interested 
delegates attended for this full day session. 

This is a. Report on the Symposium and does not ~ecessaril7 
represent the views of the British Columbia Corrections Service 
or the Government of British Columbia. No commitment for future 
action should be inferred from the recommendations of the 
participants(l 

J" V", Sabourin.. 

( 

The Panelists: 

Linda 

Bernie 

Sandy 

Gary 
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LINDA: 

, HiJ I was elected to come first and I am probably the 
only one who does not have aQy notes. 

, I can s~ that I have, used heroin. I was not a registered 
heroin addict and I never really admitted it to Police Officers 
or whatever~ because admitting to usingheroin

l 
to any degree, , 

leaves more of a black mark than just being an ex-convict. 

I cane here with the idea I was going to stand up here, 
yell, cut-down and criticize all the organizations that I have 
ever been involved in. I would just try to make you guys 
realize that it is just not working out. But I think that was 
really the wrong attitude to take. I have talked to a lot of 
people and they sort of express this. I must show respect for 
all the ?rganizations because they are trying, they really are. 
But I think one thing that we ought to be aware of is that what 
we are attempting to do is not successful enough., I say that 
because, look at the young, and I mean the really young kids 
who ar~ tUrning onto tjunk t now. They are coming to us elev!n 
and th~teen year old kids. Our organizations are working, 
yes, because we do have some success rate. They are caning 
back to the. street and.makin~ it. But there is also something 
else happe~g. That ~S, th~rteen year olds to fifteen year 
olds are not being reached in time. 

Something that I thought of last year and I have talked. 
to some organizations is that all are hung up ~dth red paper. 
Every person here is sitting here with a heart that listens 
and tries to understand, no matter how inhibited. Is it not
possible that sinceever,v organization has some success rate 
that every organization cares, and tries,is it not possible ~o 
create liaison groups, for ~xample, like the Canadian Chamber 
of Connnerce? 

Can you not have some sort of combined committee with 
one representative from' allagel1cies on that comnittee? . 
Because you all succeed, toa point you know, but there are SO 
many types of people that come through your organizations. 
Sane of you are not prepared to handle some types because ot 
your limit?tions'. But there are some other organizations that 
could possl.bly handle that person, the one you can It help. 

Now I canlt stand up here and know all, because I don It, 
I hav~ been astounded by the people I have talked to and who 
have informed me of the things all of you have been doing. I 
realize that to a certain extent yOlo\. do share, you share your 
fiJJn e<;IUipnent I you share your films. Perhaps on social 
occasions, but not on business occasions you will discuss 
things! I . 

t. 
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But you donl·t really discuss what your orgailization is doing, 
where it is ,heading and how effective it is. 

There are people who can go to Agency A which is the 
only place that they are going to succeed in. But sane .. ;~ople 

,who, if they go to Agency A, will not be helped. Can you nct 
share more by telling the head of Agency A' something like -
"this person does not belong in your Agency. Maybe Agency B 
could do something or e'j'en Agency C or maybe Agency DU. Maybe 
more agencies would be more successful if they were working 
with organizations on the street~ Maybe if you could all becane 
more involved with our schools and our connnunities, maybe this 
would wo~k better! 

Now you can sit back and say "Just look at the red paper 
you are handing us Linda". All the' red tape ~ that is all there 
is. But we are talking about lives~ 

. I, myself~ would write out one hundred and fifty fonns 
to help a person. This is the type of work t.hat we have all. 
entered into. We all reeJize there is red tape and lo'ts and lots 
of paper work-to go with ito. Even though my i!deas are just a . 
little farout, I would say,' think about it, Please think about it~ 
1 donlt have the brain power to understand all the workingsl but 
you are the people that do. 1 have seen pride take a wrongful 
Place in an organization. '1 have seen people suffer for it, 
even personally I have suffered. I would like to make a sUggestion" 
that is" take my suggestions and at least think about than~ 
Thank yo~ 

BERNIE: 

I see my old friend is over here, and we have'known 
each other for many years. We have had our struggles. I can 
go back twenty-five years'to the first t:iJn.e he jumpe~ .. on my 
throat. I see him here tod~ and I want to know lam not really 
sorry. I am still in good shape. How are you, Mr.,', ? 
What a way to open. Anywa.y" I have three questions. 

Is there a problem? I agree there is a problem. It is 
an evident fact that I cannot speak of statistics, but I can 
speak about myself. I can aJ.sa speak about the convicts in 
the Penitentl,ary. You slae many young C011S coming in for the 
first time using tsmackl~ 
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What are we doing about this now? Well there hGve,been 
several things that have happened. I know maQY of these groups 
here today_ -although I am. not familiar with all groups, I know 
X-Kalay - I know of the John Howard Society - and I am a member 
of Seven Steps incidentally" But, as for me in groups in regards 
to my problen I never did attend them. Maybe I was fortunate, 
maybe I wasn't, but I wound up in the t joint I before I really 
had any chance to get ;',~no·VI1ed initoo bad. 

I would like to :speak about my narcotic record. The 
first time I got 'busted for stUd'f! was in 1953. I had been 
using for about four and a half to five years then. I first 
started in 19480 But I was never addicted. I used to just t.fix t 
on the week ends here and-there. I got a small habit in 1952. 
I went to gaol for a year ~ and I got outo In 1953, I went to 
gaol andI was out in three months and ten days. I got a year 
incidentally but I am. forgetting myeelfQ i got a year - twelve 
and two for stuff in 19540 

After being out for a period of three months and ten 
days, I'was sentenced to four years and fined Five Hundred. 
Dollars, or an additional six months for IPossession l of one 
hundredth of a grain on lIlY handkerchief 0 I had the stuff with 
me incidentally that day but I waS fortunate Q I got it down 
in time. What happened they took me to the tjointt and took 
my shirt and so forth.. They wound up with my hanky and they 
claimed there were traces in my pocket~ I figured I was fairly 
heavily penalized for the period of four'years for such a small 
amount of' heroin. I was out in one year" 

That time I was a pretty good boy. I say good boy, 
because I wasn It messing with t jun.tc to I was out there blow:ing 
cans and being pretty active because this is my life. Three 
years I geto I was out another thirteen months and fell for 
the twelfth time~ 

This time buying ! junk I again. So I get out after 
six years and four mon;"hs o I tried to straighten out my act 
and be a good boy and a responsible citizen, so forth and so 
on. But I guess that I did not have it in me. I tried. 

I went to work as a roofer, the first time I was gainfully 
employed in a period of twenty years. Twenty years" but I was 
still in pretty fair shape o I did my exercises so forth and' 
so on. I felt good - bot boom - I got myself wired up again. 
The next thing 110u know, I wa'oS.:ba'ekinto action •. I get tnailedt 
again, I get four years" So I make another four. 

This time I take a welding oourse and I get :g:Jod marks. 
The guys were saying IBernie, you missed your call~ you should 
have been a welder ~ .. I went to work for a welcting f:irm but I 
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got laid off owing to the fact that shop welders were a dime a . 
dozen., they were flooding the market, but that is another'stcry. 
Anyway, I get back to myoId tricks again, being a prowler. I 
got 'nailErlJ~ I got six months.. The Judge gave me a break this 
time. 

But I think as I look at you people, sixteen ~ars I walked 
the big yard, but really has it changed me? I think, to be 
honest" 'I tlll.llk if you look, and most of you people are probably 
unaware" that many convicts are continual losers, time, a1t.er 
time" aftert:ime. They wake up" like I am waking up right nOWJl 
at the age of forty-four. The front of my hair is . waving good 
bye to the back. I am not as fast as I used to b~ 

I just know I 1m hearing you.. I am still walking this 
yard. I say to myself, men will this trip ever finish. What 
I 'WOuld like to say, in essence, is that I really believe, 
'Sincerely as I aay this to you. each and every one of you, that 
maD3' years in prison certainly does not stop a guy from using 
the stuff. I believe this and you see this every day .. 

I mew a f!)XY one t:ime who finished ten years. His 
friends were waiting for 'him wfuh the outfit loaded. Even before 
he gets off the property_ He is back in. Nine days later he 
drove up with a "deuce". 

There are; I agree, some people in these groups" people 
who get involved, like for instance, we will mention a group 
tha.t I saw at Matsqui not so long ago" say two years ago" 
'Teen-Challenge f • 'Now these guys found something. They founi 
that Uuyt upstairs. If I had found Him many years ago, I tell 
you right. now" I would not be here talking to you, but this is it. 
I guess everybody has got a certain faith, something they have· 
been into" or relate to somebody and so forthtl Our problem. is, 
I guess, we relate too much to the subculture activities in 
group norms that we have everyday. This is mat happens I think. 
But what I want to say - my most important point - tlincarceration 
does not act as a deterrent"o 

We can keep throwing people into gaol yecu' after year 
but they are going to keep canning out. S0m.e of them are. going 
to die from an overdose. You know" the sad part about it, is 
that a lot of them have talent. It is a cOmplete waste. So this 
is what I say as I stand up here right now 0 I think there is 
only one answer. I know a lot of people who won It agree with 
me when I say this but I am going to stand up here' and get 
counted. I speak for the legalization of narcotics.. This w~ 
a gay might be able to save hlmself a life time of walking that 
big yard.' He may be able to make a life for himsalf somewhere -
somewhere. I will close for now and say 'good luck I-it is nice 
talking to you people - take good care'. 
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SANDY: 

I wrote all mine down because as soon as I stand up here 
and look at you, I ~ not going to remember anything if I don't. 
So I did not want to waste the few minutes I have to talk to 
you . to try and tell you of my life 'Wh en I was on t junk t for 
two major ~easons~ 

Number one" being that most~ if not all of you, have 
probably heard it all before o Most of our stories are all the 
sane. Most of us will proclaim qQite openly that it was not our 
fau.lt. 

The second reason is that my problem started long before 
I chose 'junk' as my particular drug to turn onto. I simply can't 
cut out those mportant years of my life as entertainment for 
you. So I will begin by asking you 'what doe s the word Heroin 
really mean to yout~? Looki~ng Herom up in the dictionary'it is 
described as a 'habit forming drug derived from morphine', and 
that is ito But what does it mean to you? Not only as an 
organization, but as a person~ Do you care? 

I'was over on Vancouver Island just last month visiting 
my sister. It was her birthday., I can still see her sitting 
at the kitchen tab.le talking about drugs" She'never used them 
and she doesn rt eV'en want to learn about drugs, or even hear 
about them, but she cam.e up with t.his statement - If All drug 
pUSle~('S should be hanged ll " I was in gaol for traffickmg in 
·Hero~ I tried to go a little further on the matter but a 
lJIP-Iltal block seemed to hap~n in her head.. She did not want 1:0 
even listen to me" So what do 7rou say? "That ma.v help the 
population explosion Sis" but it, ce.1~tainly does not help with 
the drug problemtl o Nevertheless I cantt help but wonder how 
many other people feel the way my si ster does Q 

I don1t kn~~ if you are aware of the statistics and the 
number of people '\'1ho are affected by our rising drug problem. 
I em not o I don't keep tabs on them all~ I only knCM what is 
happening. The kids are getting younger and younger all the 
tinw3. Linda and I run into these y(,;Uilg Idds everywhere wllo are 
having problems "lith drugso Ivlost of their problems are beoause 
there is nothing better :for them to do. The main reason we were 
all invited here today is because Mr. Chail"man fina~ly saw that 
everyone is working for the same general purpose. That seme 01' 
you are more successful than others. There must b€'J a reason. 
So what is it? Why do same organizations make it where others 
faU'? What is their method? But most important ()f all ... wlv 
have you not contacted the other groups and told them about your 
method. I admit that if you can help just one J;eJ rson then you 
have served your purpose, both as an organization ani as a person. 
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But if you do come up with new ideas in dealing with this problem, 
hC"" many of you, if any, phone a fellow organization and tell 
them about iG. How many do get an opinion or say "let I s try 
t~:J,.s k.gs·tr····. lI • ~Jhy not? - Why not forget about your organization's 
name or even that you are part of an organization. Why not just 
be people for awhile - without a title or a representative's name. 
Come together and work together and see if it really works. Maybe 
it won't - but it is an iuea and I, as a person, am asking you to 
tryt 

When we are divided up into our groups for discussions, 
let 'U.s forget whom we represent and go in the groups as responsible 
people caring - and sharing - with each other our opinions - our 
ideas - and see what happens. Maybe it won't even work" but you 
should be able tc communicate and I am confident that you will 
come up with something COl1structi.ve. Something that we could try 
together. Thank you very much. 

Good a fternoon Ladies and Gentlemen, my name is Gary. I 
am a former user. l>fy use has not been great in terms of extensive 
addiction, but you only have to be "wired" once to know what it is, 

Trying to find out ,,,hy people take Heroin or what their 
reasons are should not be the purpose of any group or organization 
to determine. Too many fingers can be pointed - and to what end. 
~t has to be dealt with is the reality of death in the streets 
and the reality of the vast profit made by unscrupulous people J 

by those who aren't even using' smack', b;Y' those who are foisting 
it on others - onto the street people. 

An addict in nv experience doe s go through tremerrlous 
changes in his make up. Whatever morality was instilled in nvself 
as a youngstel' was virtually stamped out. I mean that it was 
annihilated through addiction to Heroin. This put me in a position 
where I wandered around the streets looking for a 'fix'. It is a 
very real thing and it is a gut tearing reality. 

I am not all that familiar with the success rates of the 
various groups who are working with addicts. My concern again is 
that I am a former user and I wish to God that young people who are 
pursuing any form of broadening experience that they wake up to the 
fact that drugs" and especially Heroin, is "a dead end street". 

This is a fact I think that has to be taken and analysed 
am really shown. r remember a high school movie that I saw which 
dealt "lith a Heroin addict and it 1'?aS standard, like a vlorld \var II 
indoctrination film. Yet, I recall the seriousness ti1at was 
examplif'ied by this movie and I came to realize that that factor 
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was just the bare essentials of that presentation that came 
through to Ilie after subsequently messing around. 

Now I think that a wholly-realistic attitude would be to 
accept the fact that the vast majority of addicts become social 
misfits. I suppose this happens through addiction. In an article 
from last night's paper on page six, there was a question posed: 
"Why in spite of all the inisery that abounds, does an addict 
persist in his habit?" The facts are that the addict is living 
under substandard copditions and experiencing a hellish way of 
life. Why, why does the addict persist? The answer is by no means 
a universal one. I believe very firmly that thi,s is a very , 
personal thing with the addict and to generalize about that is nr,;~t 
realistic. ' 

Bernie stood up for the legalization of narcotics. I am 
a proponent of that also, if not the, absolute legalization, at 
least some form of experimentation where addicts are controlled by 
an agency that is an arm of the government but not a police agency. 
I feel that the criminalization aspect is, at tl'li::i point, so 
stressed that the Courts are absolutely burdened lath drug 
offenders. It is crazy, it is really crazy. It1l1aS not until I 
had served a couple of years in prison that I begcm using heroin. 

Your efforts have been noted by the other speakers. I 
said before that I'm not really e:xactly sure what you are doing 
but I trust that your efforts are to stop the spread of heroin 
addiction and, of cour~e, the concern is for the younger people. 
I know that through rurnour and association in a c:ouple of instances, 
that it is spre~ding through to younger and younger people all the 
time. It is frightening because they don't give a damn about the 
attitudes that have prevailed, like attitudes my mother told me, 
such as the 'worst thing you could do is become ,a heroin addict'. 
I guess naturally I went out and did it then. 

The serious addict and I suppose, every single addict 
whom you could ever meet, and has been through it, could tell you 
he could write a book about the things be has b€len through. You 
come into contact "lith the law right away and, E,~ven before you are, 
criminalized, you are in touch with the law. This is not a 
pleasant thing. I can testify what I found thrpughthe X-Kalay 
Foundation. I am grateful for the fact that they are there, and 
at this point in my life, I am whc:.3..ly behind their philosophy of 
the non-use of drugs, of ,the non-use of intoxicants in any form, 
of non-violence. I believe tha tnon-violence tollows through, the 
non-use of drugs or into.xi..cants in any form. 

today. 
it was 

I had experience also with other agencies represented here 
In SOmel-lay I have had a measure of hEllp bu.t then again, 

on my own undertaking that I pursued, m;r own course. If 

t 

, . 
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there, is any objective today, then that objective, I feel, would 
be to head off the use of drugs at a point where it dee s not 
become necessary to use them - where ,it is either pointed out or 
shown tha tthe pursuit of drugs to whatever end is a futile one 
This, I feel, is where the various agenCies can come in and mak; 
their impression. 

The level of reality that is required is, perhaps, taking 
form right here in this beginning stage. There is wide spread 
use. Young people are either gping to be weaker or stronger 
irrlividuals. , It is going to be the weaker ones that necessarily 
IIS?Bpll and the snap factor is there because heroin is a deadly 
poJ.son. 

. I remember waking up in the morning and finding a "stiff" 
J.n my front room and it scared me. I just wished to God that it 
hadn't happened to me, but it did and I don't want it to happen 
to 811iYone else. What could have been done is up in the air, I 
suppose! 

What can be done t I feel very strongly that criminality 
should be removed from drug addiction and if at some future point, 
people such as, psychologists or psychiatrists,or what have you 
wish to attempt to seek out the unaerlying causes then that is ' 
fine. My attempt to answer "vfuat can be done?" at this stage of 
the game, I feel is not in order. It is, however, the,',halting of 
the spread of the use of heroin that is of paramount important and 
how this can be held in check. I feel that this could happen 
through the concerted efforts of yourselves and. perhaps coming under 
the head of a Go'rernment Agency. 

. There has been a proposal to ship all the addicts off to 
an 1sland. Now that's ludicrous, that's not feasible! That won't 
wo:-k ~ am sur~ ~ . v~hat you want is an integrated Society. I think 
this J.svlhat 1S 1n all our minds as Canadians. IrJhat we are 
l?~king for is a. truly i~teg;rated Society where v.e, can live along 
sJ.ae, each other J.n relatJ.ve comfort, "\"Iithout one being discouraged 
by the other and so on. So the problem is eviaent and what are 
we going to~o about it? It is now in your hands i"or you people 
to grap~le WJ. tho I don I t know if I have made any point or not but 
I hope J.n some slllall way I have contributed. 

I thank you all. 

COI~~IUNITY/INSTlTUTIONAL CONTROLS 

. Our group was to be confined to Correctional staff, Judges 
OffJ.cersof the Court, and to various drug squads who were invited ' 
to this< y.lposiurn.This got shuff] ed around a little bit. vJe 
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have representatives from the Royal Canadian Hounted Police, the 
Vancouver City Drug Squad, ~·fillingdon School for Girls, the 
Vancouver Parole Unit, Narconon and two Officers from the Lower 
l'4:ainland Regional Correctional Centre. The afternoon session 
changed when the group shuffled around again. We had people from 
the Vancouver City Welfare Department as ",ell as other interested 
groups joining us. The Police representatives and the Vancouver 
Parole Unit stayed in the group as well as the Willingdon School 
for Girls. 

Briefly, this morning we started off with a topic 
'Legalized Heroin' 0 This, of course, was not supposed to have 
really been discussed. Howeve~, it has been in the newspapers 
very much lately. We started off with this as a topic and then 
moved on to various other things, such as, the change in the user 
population in the Greater Vancouver area - to the non-criminal 
type addict - to the methadone addict. Also Methadone versus 
Heroin as a viable alternative. He discussed the problem of 
containing, or not recruiting new addicts, but containing the old 
addict population and cutting off the recruiting of new addicts. 
We discussed in some detail the problems of communication and the 
permissiveness of the part of Society towards soft drugs and their 
use and the changing attitude towards heroin usage. We discussed 
the problems of placing people on various programmes to withdraw 
from drugs and the use of heroin generally. 

The problem of moti va tion to change is a very important 
one. It was generally felt by the group that present progranunes 
ar~ not often uncomfortable enough in themselves to force the addict 
to see himself in the untenable situation that he is in and to 
force him to chan§3 his life.-style. Communi.ty edUcation was 
brought up by both the Vancouver City· Drug Squad and the Royal 
Canadian Mounted Police as \~r:11 as other agencies. Unfortunately, 
we feel that the restrict,:.',..one., placed on these agencies in educating 
the young people in our schools are too rigid. There is not 
enough that is lIrealityll allowedc We should show a more gruesome 
aspect of drug addiction, such as a major user perhaps, on fifteen 
caps a day com5 .. ng off Tcold turkey' withdrawal. Pictures of 
peqple who have died from heroin overdosage and other films plus 
printed rna teria1 which is a vaila b1e • For sonie rea son, parent groups 
am School Boards have: Eleen fit not to allow this type of information 
into the schools o tife felt that in a large measure, this lack of 
cqmmunication between the drug squad and police a5~ncies on the one 
hand and the students on the other, is rna inly ineffective because 
of restrictions placed on their activities in the schools by the 
School Boards.. It "''as really making their efforts to make drug 
education·almost unviab1e. 

------------~ -- ~--. --- .--- ----- ---
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In the afternoon, our group 1'-laS joined by several members 
of the medical profession. Again the! problem of the changing 
heroin addict population wa s brought up. For example" the lowering 
age of drug users and non-criminal users were discussed. It was 
also stated that the middle class was becoming more heavily involved 
with the use of heroin than previously. The reasons why addicts 
in these new categories, the young, and the non-criminal, start 
on drugs were discussed - whether they do it for "kicks", or out 
of curiOSity, or whether they are led into it through the use of 
soft drugs. It is believed that once in the drug culture, then 
progression to the use of heroin was a natural sequence. I think 
the consensus of the group on the whole wa s that there is 
evidence for this progression and that the continued use of soft 
drugs usually leads to heroin addiction. 

The problem of trying to confine the. use of heroin to 
the present population level of users and thereby containing 
recruitment was discussed. It wa s pointed out that there was a 
whirlpool effect. Once you have one user in the community, the 
problem rapidly spreads. There may be a variety of reasons why 
it does spread. I think the major one discussed this afternoon 
was that most of the people in the group, if not all, certainly 
felt that many parents are neglecting their responsibilities 
towards their children, especially in the education of their 
children ccncernir.g drug.~se,(loft.·.or har:d,and Qoing something 
about it once it starts. I think that just about swms up, in a 
concise form, what we in our group discussed today. 

El>'lERG&NCY SERVICES 

The members of our group were primarily from Emergency 
Services and also from the Crisis Centre in Vancouver plus Child 
Welfare Division. I am involved in the placement of children in 
specialized health care institutions so I have quite a good 
background to the problem. 

This session today gave us all an opportunity to look 
at how crisis oriented people view services to children at the 
present time. Briefly, 111e looked at emergency services and some 
of their limitations. Our group felt that the contact was often 
referral of addicts to other kinds of programmes. The group was 
concerned about the lack of follow-up in some cases and the lack 
of programmes to which addicts can be referred. They saw themselves 
as fulfilling primarily a medical emergency situation and often 
when the medical emergency is over, whether it be an overdose, 
suicidal, or what, that their role was finished. They don't know 
where the addict goes to from that point. A.t the same time, it 
was recognized that many-professionals are missing opportunities 
to pick up am work with aaJ.icts at these times of crisiS. 
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That when at the point the addict is receiving emergency services, 
. he may be acceptable to some kind of help. Once the crisis is 

over, many addicts, of course, go back to the same scene, but if 
we could be more tuned in and aware how to pick up when an addict 
is actually asking for some real concrete service and help, perhaps 
we could begin to move in. 

In place of specific recommendations, I have a couple of 
proposals that the group made • tIe had lots of discussions and 
differences of opinion but I can't bring them all out. What we 
felt, we would like to share with you and which we largely agreed 
on. 

Our group supported the concept of a medically supervised 
and controlled Heroin lVIaintenance Programme for addicts. It is 
also felt that criminal charges should be removed from Heroin use 
and criminality taken out of the services rendered to addicts. 
The Drug Maintenance Prograll1lllewould have to include resources 
to facilitate withdrawal from heroin as far as the individual can 
manage. Such a Heroin Ivfaintenance Programme would also provide 
intensive services. Staffing and programming would be geared 
specifically to children as well as to addicts. In other words, 
we do not think that a drug maintenence programme that does not 
include the opportunity for wi tmrawal could be supported. It is 
felt that this approach is the preferred approach to drug addiction 
am it represents a step forward. In addiction, a proposal is 
apparently being made to the rovernment at the present time - a 
three phase proposal: 

Phase One: That there be facilities .set up for addicts who 
wish to 'lfJithdraw from dru.g use and who can admit 
themselves on a voluntary basis. 

. Phase Two.: Would be a follow-up service of approximately one 
month in a non-lnstitutiol1.al setting. The example 
was given of a "Farm Retreat ll , but it also 
recognized that within the city and urban. setting, 
there could be other kinds of places for an addict 
after withdrawal. The programme would be treatment 
oriented and geared towards helping the addict 
re-integrate into Society. 

Phase Three: Would be the sett1ngup ofa Youth Service Bureau 
which would help in seeking out alternative life 
styles for addicts and seeking what is termed 
advantageous situ.ations" whether this be a job,. an 
improved situation or other ways and means to help 
the addict back into the,main stream of life. 
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To sum it up, we felt the question is often raised, 
"Are you making it unattractive for people to take 
heroin?" It 1rlould seem perhaps the question might 
be better phrased, "How do you help make it more 
attractive not to take heroin?" Perhaps we should 
be looking at the kind of life and the quality of 
life that we lead, and perhaps this should be our goalt 

VOLUNTARY AGENCIES 

Our group, a rather large one of over thirty people, 
moved quickly from the physical aspect of heroin to the 
psychological and social aspect of addiction and to recognize 
that the problem is in lithe person" rather than in 'junk'. 

We went on to discuss what is happening and compared 
notes amongst our various agencies. vIe did not have time to hear 
from everyone present and, unfortunately, we did not have time 
to really question each other. There were several agencies 
represented and it was interesting, even in the short time we had, 
to share conceru.s and to see what other people are doing. 

vfuen it came to considering recommendations, we started 
to discuss legalized heroin and various other aspects that all 
come under the Narcotics Act. We decided, rather than to try and 
buck the law, which is going to be a long process, that we simply 
go on record as being firmly convinced of the need of fundamental 
changes in the Narcotic Control Act as soon as possible. Our 
group feels that the criminality of addiction is a significant 
part of the problem and that the' Act <i:Z'eates and perpetuates 
this criminality. The law, in other words, is more part of the 
problem than it is part of the solution 0 

Secondly, we recognized the need for an action group, 
or perhaps a number of groups, consisting of people at this 
meeting to provide the following essential services that now 
seem to be lacking in the connnunityo tve need referral and 
screening as well as an information 3ervice. We need them for 
both the agencies in the field as well as for the people who are 
in need of these services provided by our agencies. Another 
service that we \'Jould like to see develop is the integration and 
co-ordiIl8.tion of existing services and to identify gaps in services 
that are now being provided. Possibly the same group would be 
able to continue dialogtle with the Government, and keep Government 
informed of the needs of people at the grass roots level. 

Our third recommendation is we see an urgent need for 
community based facilities for young people. We mean those in the 
ten to fifteen year ag/fit range. The only agency that comes in contact 
wi.th heroin users at this tender age is the Children's Aid Society 
and they have no means of dealing with the issue. 

L-__ ~-,--~ ___ ~_~~_-':"":....-__________________ :....-.........; ________ .:...:...-.&:...;.;.;.... _____ - .. _.- ~--~----'-----------
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The fourth recommendation is that addicts receiving 
treatment need to be given more respect and responsibility. It 
was pointed out, as an example, that people receiving methadone. 
at the Narcotic Addiction Foundation should also be accepting 
some share of responsibility for their own improvement. It is 
not just enough to provide methadone. 

Finally, the fifth recommenaation deals with the need 
for ongoing communication. He recognize that we simply scratched 
the surface at our meeting today. ~je realize that we need more 
discussions, possibly a Ne"ls Letter, to continue to explore the 
concerns that we uncovered today. In fact, we recommend that we 
meet a month from today, at this same place and make our 
recommendations more concrete. lnie have learned that the Human 
Rights Movement is sponsoring a similar meeting of people concerned 
with drugs. This meeting will be held on Ivlarch 10, 1973, at the 
Grovenor Hotel, Vancouver, B. C. We recommend that we get involved 
in that meeting. In this way, we feel that all the different 
groups, who are working towards the same direction, should 
co-ordinate their movements. It was also pointed out that on 
March 30, 31, and on April 1, 1973, in Victoria, a Family Life 
Association will be holding a similar meeting. This meeting is 
also concerned with the use of drugs and drug addiction ani 
perhaps there ought to be some way that we can send representatives 
from here to attend. In this way, we can work together for the 
same purpose so that we aren't working in parallel and not 
duplicating one al:1other' s efforts. i\faybe we should invite the 
Human Right's people to our next meeting. 

Anyway, this is a beautiful example of \'lhat we recognize 
as a need for co-ordination of effort. 

PUBLIC AffiNCIES 

This group was made up of Rehabilitation and Social 
Improvement members, the Forensic Clinic, people from the Non
Medical use of Drugs, the Vancouver Indian Centre,the Vancouver 
School Board, Department of Health, Metropolitan Health, the 
Burnaby Parks Board and the Narcotic Addiction Foundation. There 
was quite a wide range of personnel in this group. 

We are in full agreement th~t there certainly is a 
problem but I don't think we came up with any solutions as to 
what was the actual problem. Each of us looked on the problem 
quite differently. 

Some of the membe.rs of the Parole Board looked on the 
problem as one of helping the addict get back intoSoci~~y out 
of some type of prison. Someone e~se looked on it as a problem 
involving the "whole" person. That if the person is the problem, 
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then let us start at a very early age with that person. Let us 
improve his self-image and, hopefully, get him interested in 
something so that he does not back-off and go onto some sort of 
drug ta king. 

Another problem is one of education at a very early age. 
Education, not only of the individual, but rather educ8tion of 
Society as a whole. Another problem would be the one of continuing 
education of Society in general. There are a great number of 
problems. We all agTee there are problems but, there were probably 
thirty people looking at the problem quite differently. And this 
has been pointed out by previous spea'kers calling for a solution. 
What are I'le going to do about it? Everyone in the group seems to 
be doing something to the best of his or her ability within the 
limitations of money restrictions, time allotment and red tape. 
Everyone seemed to have very honourable intentions. vIe are all 
hard working people and a great number of things are happening 
around the Province. Someone mentioned that there were sixty to 
eight~ agencies in British Columbia alone dealing with various 
problems. It was a concern to us as to ""lho" "las in charge of all 
these sixty to eighty agencies. 

At this point, it ;,'Vas suggested that a central committee 
should be in charge of everything. Within two minutes, we 
realized that it should be decentralized and that there was not 
really a need for getting together. So let us have someone in 
charge, but that person should get around. 

Some people stated that the Vancouver Indian Centre 
operates Half-Way Houses to help people but they run into problems. 
One problem is that the person who gets out of an institution 
does not receive the service he needs. Unfortunately, by the 
time the bureaucracy and the red tape has caught up with him, he 
has been out for some three to four weeks and he is often back 
in difficultya That in itself is a very big problem. 

Other concerns sta ted "Jere "let's get the children and. their 
parents talking together .110re often" and "let's get some 
communication going". TIllS sounded real great until the thought 
came into my mind "\1/hat if the parents are nuts?" Are you going 
to encourage them to be a negative example? All these things 
sound really great but a great deal of thought ha s to be given 
before such a step is taken. 

lfuat should be done? Some of the ideas that we thought of 
were (1) more education (2) more workshops such as this one getting 
people together and finding out what is going on. Someone says 
"Oh! you're from Burnaby! or you're from such and such a place, 
how do you handle this or how do you handle that? Do you have 
any success? How about letting me have a try? Gi ve me your name 
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and phone nwnber pnd lets get together." Sharing yoUr ideas is 
very important. (3) Getting more mone?, to get more per~onnel is 
equally important. (J,~) Getting a e;encJ..es to stay open J..nstead of 
'closing at f;i.ve o'clock on Friday. Let's stay open at least 
twenty four hours a day. 

As for education, you can bring in a guest .speaker or 
a very well meaning middle class person to talk to the children. 
Some of these children may be twelve or thirteen years of age -
in Grade VII - but they may know a heck of a lot more about what 
goes on than the person 1I-]ho is giving the talk. I~we waz:.t to 
bring people into the schools, then let's have a IJ..ttle bJ..t of 
thought first of all. Let I s get someone who will ge~ in there 
and talk the same language that his listeners can uncLerstand. 

NEDIOAL PERSONNEL 

I felt privileged to be amongst. a group of such brightly 
concerned and interested people 1oIho are concerned about this gray 
social problem. The number in our group was so large that we 
had to split into two small groups and, at times, according to the 
other Chairman, the two groups were in variance. ~'Jhere there wa s 
significant variance, I will try to indicate this. 

One recommendation was tha.t established and older users 
of'morphine would be assisted by the maintenance. of morphine with 
methadone a s an 81 ternati ,re. Those, who are heroin users, could 
be assisted by maintenance of heroin as an alternative to 
methadone. 

But the other group had grave doubts, I believe, about . 
drug maintenance for users and they also had doubts about .the . 
effectiveness of blocking agents which are available at this time. 

It was felt that special individual, family or community 
living should be made available according to the needs of the 
individual user. It was pointed out that contamination must be 
considered a significant factor and tlw,tperhaps, in some instances, 
it is innnaterial whether this drug problem is considered a disease 
or a delinquency. It was agreed that total abstinence should be ' 
encoura ged and a ssiated bJI woo te\ler a gency is established or could 
be established • 

It wa s recommended that there should be a computerized 
central agency to which all requests for history of previous 
treatments of drug users could be referred so thetan almost 
~lmediate response could be obtained by the physicia~ who is 
concerned '\;lith patients using drugs. It was reconunended that an 
adequate number of physicians should be licenced by the appropriate 
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Government authority to prescribe the necessery maintenance drugs 
in locr.ltions where clinics are not geographica~ly acceptable. 
It was also considered neces$ary that urine testing apparatus 
should be provided. It also was recommended that methadone 
maintenance should be used for youn@9r people as well as for 
older users especially when all else has failed. 

It was also recommended that all focus on education should 
be on the parents and their ''lay of life with an attempt to 
alleviate their guilt feelings about the disruption of their 
children I s live s; guilt feelings such a s the parElllt s themsel ve s 
manifest because of their feelings and responsibilities for the 
behaviour of their children. 

We would offer constructive suggestions as to the 
symptomatology of drug use~ We would advise pBrents to encourage 
freer communication with their children, to promot.e creative use 
of leisure and develop self-discipline of children even if it 
has tc be imposed from without in the beginning. 

, It wa s felt tha t the news media are inclined to increa se 
rather than decrease interest in the drug problem by the way the 
media presents the problem. 

It was believed that persol1nel engaged in drug education 
in the schools should be mainly members of the medical profession 
but' they should work in close associr.ltion with school staff. One 
group felt that professionals, even doctors, are unacceptable 
authority figures to young drug users or to children in schools 
and that instruction, advice or counselling by peers would be 
more effective& 

It was considered that, sociologically, there should be 
resources for the creative use of leisure and for education in 
the creative use of leistU'e to replace acquired unrewarding habits 
and prevent monotony. W'ork should be a satisfying experience. 
There should be greater spaciousness in living conditions. 
Population and ur:t>anization controls should be consiQered. It 
was considered th8t there should be increased research into 
prediction of narcotic prone individuals at an early age. To try 
to predict and prevent ",is better than to try to cure. This 
requires ample use of control groups in selected geograpcdcal 
areas using psychiatric, sociological and educational resources. 

There should be an extension of treatment facilities for 
drug users in extended emergency departments of the general 
hospitals. The incidence of serious illness usually caused by 
blood infections was stressed. 

It was considered and recolThnended that employers should 
have an adequate referral system available to send employees 
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showing deterioration of performance ant health, especially those 
suspe cted of drug use" to a ppropria te a gencie s • While I agree 
that close confidentiality should be observed, 'We should not 
allow confidentiality to obscure or prevent an effective referral 
system. 

CORRECTIONAL SERVICES 

We also had to divide into three groups and you can 
imagine how much discussion went on. Our concerns were numerous 
and they would have taken up a whole week to discuss. lYlaybe 
the concerns were the most important trungs to be discussed, 
because we found that we certainly could not provide all the 
solutions. vie felt that if we could, at least, voice a lot of 
concerns, we would have something hard and concrete to look at 
in the future. 

Basica~y, the over-riding concern was one of general 
frustration in our inability lito feel ll with the person who is 
a heroin addict. This is the main concern but there are a 
number of sub-concerns. One particular one, which I think all 
the groups came up with, was the real anxiety about the increasing 
use of and the lowering of the starting age of heroin addicts. 
The age group seems to be dropping and dropping. 

One particular anxiety in our institutions is the 
recidivism rate of people who have used heroin and who are still 
coming back into our institutions addicted to the use of heroin. 
It is quite alarming to see this fast process. v-Je also are 
worried about the lack of after-care for these people after they 
leave institutions. 

Without support in the community, there will be little 
hope for them to survive. VJe should be looking for more community 
re-entry programmes which will allow people in institutions to 
enter the community more gradually than they do so at present. 
This would be better than being released from an institution 
directly "to the streetll with nothing in between. 

We are worried about those people suffering from heroin 
addiction who are awaiting trial on their own recognizance or 
even on bail" Vie feel that it is unrealistic to expect addicted 
person,?, ~Tho are out in the community. waiting to appear for trial l 
to keep away from others who are also. addicted. vie believe that 
it is very unrealistic in most cases not to expect them to renew 
contacts. 

There are also the wives and families of addicts who are 
awaiting trial in instituti.ons. vie are doing nothing for them. 

. We are also worried about the typology of addicts. There was a 
day when most people who suffered from heroin addiction came 
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from seriously deprived backgrounds and this could often be 
predicted. But now this is all changing and there is another 
an:xiety. ~ve are receiving addicts in our institutions whose 
background,s and environment have not been disadvantaged. Good 
opportunities have come their way with lots of love and affection 
provided in early childhood. These are people .... :jho have had all 
these advantages that are considered to be important in their 
up-bri~ging but nonetheless, they have become addicted to heroin. 
They are not really criminally oriented. Ue believe they have 
problems but we doubt that they are motivated tewards criminality. 

We are worried about the initial contact with the 
correctional institution. Normally, a person receives a remand 
from Court for seven, ten or fifteen Clays. When a person first 
arrives in an institution, he hates it and is perhaps best 
motivated t~s time to stay out of them, but unfortunately, the 
longer a person stays, or the more frequently a person arrives 
in an institution, the more he becomes used to it. By going 
through the rather hard experience of being in custody for the 
first time, we believe thc:~t this is often wasted. It is '\-Jasted 
mainly because there is insufficient time to QO anything 
constructive about the problem. -

We are very worried about pyramid type cells in the 
heroin trade. tve believe tha t the heroin trade cannot do anything 
else but recruit al1d involve new users all the time in order to 
keep the market active. tVe are also worried about the top men 
in the industry who are at large. Nobody seems to be able to 
touch them. They cannot be prosecuted because they do no't 
actually get involved with drugs. People are too scared to 
inform on themo Countless people, however, know who they are 
but unfortunately nothing can be done. 

He felt that perhaps the medical profession might become 
more involved than they have been in the past by helping to 
establish more facilities and treatment for the heroin addicts, 
and for all drug users. W'e believe that at the present time, 
more people are looking at this problem as mora of a medical one 
than one of criminology. Maybe, there should be more facilities 
to treat drug addiction in the same way as there are facilities 
to treat so many other diseases. 

We also are worried that so little is being learned 
about what is actUally going on. Statistics are in short supply. 
It is llery hard to find any authentic sources of reliable 
statistics. 

We are worried about our institutions, where drugs are 
so frequently available from within. We are also worried that 
same peopl(.~y, in fact, become addicts after being incarcerated 
rather than prior to incarceration. Some people can start off 
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on soft drugs while still incarcera ted. 

We are l'lorried about the potential addict and how to 
prevent his initial contact with drugs. vie are worried about 
hoW to idel'ltify an addict as soon as possible. Vd"e are worried 
about people who really want to get. off drugs and don't know 
how to 8;0 about doing it. 

\ve are worried about those who pressure others to use 
drugs and eventually become traffickers in drugs themselves. 1rJe 
wondered,in fact, if institutions are the best places in the 
world to wi Uxiraw from drug addiction. '\iue also considered 
factors that lDay j,;,epla cs the plea sure principle of drug usage. 
There is obviously a very strong attraction for the use of drugs. 
We are worried about the violence that can occur in the process 
of obtaining a drug f~upply·. We are worried about the availability 
of drugs to juvenile.s in schools and in other places where 
juveniles meet. We are worried that we really donlt know how to 
motivate people to overcome drug addiction. If they do want to 
overcome the probl'em, we are worried that we don't often know 
how to recognize this motivation. 

We recognize that this is a massive problem area ~ loJhat 
did come out as one of the main problems, is thet we do not have 
all that much infonnation. People wi tllin the groups were 
revealing new information which many of us had heard nothing of 
at .1311. vJe hE'Jard about some prt)jects thfJt are being done by 
individuals. \,le kr.ow thct some individuals are working very hard 
but we hf.we vf:ry little feed back on their successes. We know 
that there {3re attempts to control peoplle who are using drugs. 
We know of special programmes in medical settings and others 
along sociological lines. One person stated thEt some people are 
helping through showing an eJ<pression of love which may be the 
most important thing we have got to offer. 

First of all we have got to somehow get hold of more 
information from a centralized source; an information source 
where we can find out what is happening in the treatment of addicts 
and what is being consiuered successful. 

Some of us also feel that less publicity concerning drug 
use would be wise. We believe that drug use is a big attraction 
to some of the younger IJeople because of publicity. I think 
perhaps that of all the area s of concern expressed, our main one 
was the non-availability of reliable information, therefore our 
main recommendation wou1~ be that this be rectified forthwith. 

~. 
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We first l-Jent over the gen~ral problems 01' addiction. 
Each member of the group present was asked to give a little talk 
on what they do - what they think about drugs - how they try to 
handle their problems. 

Narconon is a new group in Vancouver so I will give a 
brief explanation 01' our groupo Narconon means 'no drugs' and it 
has the double meaning that when the addict goes t.hrou¢l our 
Narconon programme, he does not use drugs anymore. It also 
Means that we do not use drugs in removing addiction. 

Narconon was started by a prisoner who had been on drugs 
for nineteen years. He started at the age 01' thirteen and worked 
his way through just about every conceivable drug there was, 
finishing off with heroin.. He got hold of some books on 
communication from a friend am found there wa s something there. 
After trying three different rehabilitation g;rouPd, he decided 
that he would try something new" He joined a psychiatric care 
group to try and figure out what he was doing" However, he got 
a group of twenty prisoners from the Arizona State prison and 1w 
instituted Narconon. From there, its fame has spread through 
man;y- prisons in the States. Right now, there are twenty-tID 
Narconon Groups in the prisons and there are four to six 
cOIlUllunity groupso ~'Je handle our groups through communication 
within the group and taking the group through communication 
courses.. We believe the answer to heroin addiction is Narconon 
through communication courses (where the person finds out how 
loneliness or emotional problems caused liUn to become addicted 
to drugs in the first place)" 

The next group represented was the Seventh Step Society. 
This is a g;roup made up of convicts and ex,-convicts plus other 
people who want to help 0 About one~third of the group are 
usually addicts, but of course, this may vary from group to group_ 
They find out thnt in the Seventh Step Group there is no one 
definite anSl-Ier to addiction but one thing that is helping them 
in the Seventh step Group, is to learn to help oneself. They 
believe you just can't go out and help your neighbour if you have 
not become strong enough yourself'J The Seventh Step Group pledge 
and the steps with which they "Jork are verjT good" It gives them 
a good basis to try and help themselves" 

The gr.·oup also tries to help the individual overcome his 
addiction by getting h:iJn. a place to stay am a job.. They try to 
help him to better himself but maybe he cannot because of his drug 
problem. Here, they put it straight to him that his drug problem 
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keeps interfering with his life ancl t.h2t he is not trying his 
best to maintain the pledge that he made .to the group. So the 
group tells him straight .... "either ·get off drugs - or leave thEI 
group". Some leave but the majorlty \-lant to stay in the group .. 
They see that in the group, that t.he group itself has been doing 
something to help thenlselves to achieve their goal. So.they 
stay off drugs themselves and this is how Seven Steps works. 

The next group represented wa s X-Kalay. The main idee! of 
X-Kalay is to learn a new life style and a new self-image. X-Kalay 
have two rules which they abide by - and only two. (1) No 
intoxicants or drugs (2) No violence or .attempts of violence~ When 
a person first comes to X-Kalay, he is given a thirty day trial 
and through this thirty day trial, he is asked to examine his life 
and to forget the pa st ani learn to live from now on. Nobody C:ares 
what he did in the past. They encourage pr>sitive ways of living. 
During this thirty day period, they have education groups and '"gamesn 

during which the person is required to look at himself and his 
behaviour. Each member, by bc;;;ing really compelled to look at 
himself, can overcome his problem of drugs. The average stay is 
from six to eighteen months •. 

The Narcotic Aid Foundation had thirty to forty peoplelon 
a farm in Grand Forksla st year. They go there in the summer t,ime 
and some stay there all the year around to keep . the farm open d.uring 
the winter. They seem to have fantastic results. nleydo all . 
the}.r own work and produce all their· own food and everything else. 
they require. 

What they do is to get the heroin addict off the habit; is 
get him to look into the past - by looking into the past he wiJ~ 
see where he has gone wrong. 

The next group wa s from the Fifteenth 5treet House. ~~his 
is a new group, which only started in November 1972.The main idea 
of this group is just to provide a home for people who need heJLp, 
physically and mentally, provicie a .iob, or even ju.st a place to . 
stay. 

They will refer the addict to a doctor for methadone . 
treatment. The speaker who represented this group did saytha1t they 
agreed with the British system of heroin maintenance. 

During the afternoon, we discussed what should be dom~about 
the problem and we had many leading questions - Should drugs ~~ 
legalized? What are the alternatives to legalization of drugs'? 
Now the Narconon group and the Narcotic Aid Foundatio,n are aga:inst. 
the legalization of drUgs. Nal:'conon is against legalization 
because they are against any U.se of drugs to help the person. ·We 
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belie·re that using drugs makes it harder for us to cio our work 
and therefore we are against it. A person who . is addicted quite 
often does not carewhethe:r or not he gets rid of the heroin 
habit. He seems to enjoy it, at least the heroin itself, but he 
does not like the overall degradation of the life that he is 
living ... but he won't search for a way out of this mess if we 
make it too easy for him by legalizing drugs. 

Now for those who are for the legalizing of drugs, it was 
pointed out that it could remove the 'pusher' in the trade. It 
would also reduce crime on the streets. For fifty cents, you 
could get enough heroin to maintain you. This is a far· cryfr~m . 
having to hussle and steal to get fifteen dollars for each cap. 
Somebody compared the problem to that of prohibition. Everybody 
knows what happened then -aasoon as you prohibit the use of 
anything - everybody wants it - so you take off the prohibition and 
they find something else they 1-lant to try which is perhaps a little 
more dangerous - this applies to the young ones. 

The group did agree on one thing and that was if we \::> 
~egalize drugs for maintenance programmes, it would have to be 
under very controlled conditions. You just could not obtain it at 
a grocery store. You would have to have clinics or some control 
method. One thing -we are all very concerned about and that is 
getting r~d of the heroin problem. 

APPENDIX "A~ 

Symposium Chair.man:. J. V. Sabourin 

Planning Consultant: H. Tansey 

Groups 

Group Host 
Group Group Chairman Co-ordinator 

1. Community/ 
Institutional R. E. Young R. E. Young 
Controls 

·2. Emergency 
Services 

3. Voluntary 
Agencies 

4. Public .' . 
Agenc5,;!3s 

s. Clsrok R. Pratt 

lvI.Tansey R. t1. Green 

K. O::ampbell G. Sparkes 

Registration 
Receptio~ 

C. Birkiland 

R. Crawford 

G. Cordsen 

s. Evans 



LIST OF AGENCIES, DEPARTMENTS, INSTITUTIONS AND SOCIETIES 
REPRESENTED AT THE SYMPOSIUM 

Alcoholism Foundation of British Columbia 
Alouette River Unit p British Columbia Corrections Service 

Batley Treatment Centre, North Vancouver 
Boys' Cl~bs of Vancouver 
British Columbia Board of Parole 7 Department of Attorney-General 
British Columbia Borstal Association 
British Columbia Corrections Association 
British Columbia Corrections Service (Headquarters) 
British Columbia Penitentiary 
British Columbia youth Development Centre, Burnaby 
Burnaby Coroner 
Burnaby Gelleral Hospital 
Burnaby Parks and Recreation Commission 
Burn?-by Probation Office, British Columbia Corrections Service 
Burnaby Social Service Department 

Canadian Memorial Church? Vancouver 
Central City Mission 
Central Classifica+,iol1 Unit, British Columbia Corrections Service, 

Department of Attorney-General 
Crisis Intervention and Suicide Prevention,Centre of Greater Vancouver 
Children's Aid Society of Vancouver 
City and District of North Vancouver Social Welfare Department 
City of Vancouver 1tJelfare and Rehabilitation Department 

Drug, Alcohol and Cigarette Education, Prevention and Rehabilitation 
Fund, Department of Education . 

Elizabeth Fry Society of British Columbia 

Family Service Centres of Greater Vancouver 
Fifteenth Street House t North Vancouver 
First. Presbyterian Church,New westminster 
Forensic Clinic, Department of Health Services and Hospital 

Insurance . 

.. 

." 
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Haney Correctional Centre, British Columpia Corrections Service 

John Howard Society of British Columbia 

Lower Mairiland Regional Correctional Oentre, BritishColumhia 
Corrections Service 

Marpole Training Centre, British Columbia 'Corrections Service 
Matsquilnstitution, Penitentiary Service 
l'4etropolitan Health Service, Vancouver City Hea1,.th Department 

Narconon 
Narcotic Aid Foundation 
Narcotics Addiction Fou.ndation of British Columbia 
Nasaika Lodge Society 
National Parole Service 
Native Courtworkers Association of British Columbia 
New Haven Centre, British Columbia Corrections Service 
Non-l'4edical Use of Drugs, Governrm:mt of Canacia 
North Vancouver Probation Office) British Columbia Corrections 

Service 

Provincial Court of British Columbia (Family Division), City 
of Vancouver 

Royal Canadian Mounted Police, Vancouver 

Stl ~ Paul t s Hospital (Emer geney & Outpatients .Department) 
Salvation Army Correctional Services Department & Homestead 
Services to Alienated Youth, Vancouver . 
Seventh Step Society 
Simon Fra ser Uni versi ty" Department of Psychology 
Social Planning and Revie\'J Council of British Columbia 
Social Planning/Community Development, City of Vancouver 
SpecialPlacemerits" Child ~'lelfare Division, Department of 

Rehabilitation and Social Improvement 

Teen Challenge youth Service Centre 
Transcendental TYleditation Programme 
Twin Haples, British Columbia Corrections Service 

Union of British Columbia Indian Chiefs 

Vancouver City Police Department 
Vancouver General Hospital J (Department of Psychiatry, Intensive 

Care Unit, School of Nursing, Emergency Department, Operating 
Room) . . 
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Vancouver Indian Centre Society 
Vancouver Parole Unit,BritishColurl1bia Corrections Service 
Vancouver School Board (Area CO\U1selling) .. 
Vancouver Sun 

Willingdori. School for Girls, Depart.,len.t of Rehabilitation and 
Social Improvement 

X-KalayFoundation Society 

LIST OF PHOFESSIONAL AND COMJ.vlUl':iI'l'Y SERVICE PERSONNEL· 

Administrators 
Casework Supervisors 
Community Health Workers 
Coroner 
Correctional Hatrons 
Correctional Officers 
Counsellors 
Court Workers 
Doctors 
Emergency Bed Supervision Volunteers 
Hospital Nurses 
Housemasters 
Houseparents 
Law Enforcelnent Officers 
Medical Health Officers 
lVlinisters 
Parole Board l'1embers 
Parole Service Officers 
Probation Officers 
Probation Officers-in-Training 
Psychia tric Social lJorkers 
Public Health Nurses 
Recreation Supervisors 
Research Personnel 
School Area Counsellors 

. Security Officers· 
Social Planners 
Social Workers 
Treatment Centre Personnel 
University Professors 
Volunteers . 

. Youth Workers 

I 
I 

.' 
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SYi,IPOSIUH OB~CTIVES 

The following is an excerpt from guidelines provided to 
the Chairman of each group participClting in the S~,mposium: 

Your group is challenged to achieve three objectives 
concerl~g the Use of Heroin by young people in the Greater 
V-3ncouverc!'lrea. The three obje.cti ves are 8 s follows: 

(1) To identify concerns in some detail as related to 
the delegates 

Members of the gI'oup may wish to reveal statistics or 
to comment on their concerns. Some group members may 
Vlish to conunent on the use of soft drugs. If at all 
poSSible, tr,y to steer discussion towards the use of 
heroin as a focus throughout the Symposium.. If the 
majority of the group consider that there is a problem 
situation, you can move on quickly to the second 
objectivet 

(2) . "What are we doing?!! 

This 'i'ii11 require some diplomacy as some aelegates may 
be defensive or reluctant to say anything about their 
particular progrAmmes for various reasons. Others, on 
the other hand, may be outspoken on the effectiveness 
of their prograrmnes. Try to be fair. to alIt This 
\</hole area of discussion could become frustrating, and, 
if you detect restlessness on the part of the group, do 
not hesitate to move on to the third objectiveS 

(3) "vJhat should be done?" . 

This is the main objective. What can be done to change 
present trends? The responses of your group may be 
consistent or quite varied. Depending on your group 's 
attitude to Society's controls as a deterrent and the 
rights of the. individual to choose his own destiny, you 
can expect strong views from the advocation of free 
heroin clinics for registered addicts to the opposite 
view that moreunuercover police need to be recruited 
with heavier sentences imposed by the Courts. 

The .guideline here is for the group to discuss pra ctical 
suggestions. Whet can bedoue nOl'l within the framework 
of the NarcoticCohtrol Act? If members of your group 
insist that .the only remedy is to change legislation, 
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it is up to those members to write to their elected 
representatives in ottawa. This Symposium is not 
intended to create a pressure group to change present 
legislation. It is intended to bring concerned people 
together to determine what can be done realistically with ,.'." 
the here B.nd nO'\'J of heroin use by young people in this 
metropolis. Are there any "grass root II suggestions that 
your group might consider? Are there any present 
programmes .thBt might be expanded? llihere are the 
priori tie s1 I s more team work called for •••••• ? 

SUMil-lARY OF CONCERNS AND RECa.'liY1ENIJATIONS 
(Compiled from tapes of the Symposiwn ani a feedback session with 
the Group Host Co-ordinators on l',ifarch 1, 1973) 

CONCERNS 

1. Under the present system, ani with available faCilities, usage 
of heroin is increasing rapidly and the age of users is dropping. 

2. Concern was eJqJressed about the supply of heroin originating 
from sources outside Canada. 

3. Young users are not being detected early enough. 
4. There is a lack of effective follow-up services after an acute 

medical sitUk1tion, involving heroin use" has subsided through 
(a) lack of professional personnel available after regular 
hours and (b) lack of appropriate facilities. 

5. There are serious problems ·of conulining the present user 
population at its present level when the increase of users is 
spiralling because of association with new contacts throughout 
the \111ole cOllUIluni ty a 

6. There appears to be a lack of effective drug education 
throughout the entire community that has any real meaning to 
the potential individual user of heroin. An associate can 
influence more than a nelilspaper f'rlvertisement. 

7. There is a tendency for Society to concentrate more on drugs 
than people as the problem. Prevention is better than cure but 
where are o~ priorities? 

8. The helping agencies, organizations am personnel are generally 
very frustrated at the low success rate in aSSisting heroin 

l. users to discontinue use. 

9. There is a duplication of exi.sting services provided by the 
helping agencies, organir",'ltions and personnel to the same heroin 
user but the limited staff of each are trying hard am remering 
services as best they can. 
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10. Concerned parents of a heroin user are believed to be trying 
their best to help their son or daughter but feelings of 
guilt and shame may prevent them from seeking help at an 
earlier stage & Unconcerned parents need special help to 
develop more parental responsibility. 

11. Although many heroin users have had disadvantaged social 
backgrounds, there are revealing signs today that heroin users 
are also coming from average normal middle cle,ss homes in this 
metropolis. Curiosity and association with friends, who are 
users, ere important contributing factors. 

RECQJ:'liyjENDATIONS 

1. Fundamental changes are needed in the Narcotic Control Act. 
It presently tends to create and perpetuate criminality 
amongst individuals addicted to heroin. There was a strong 
current of opinion recornm.enciing thBt medical treatment is 
more appropriate for the heroin addict. 

2. There was a strong plea for co-ordination of services. A 
centralized Agency or Comuuttee free of any vested interests 
was recommended to provide the follo1tling services: 
(a) an intake, screening cmd referral of heroin users to 

appropriate resources. 
(b) co-ordination of existing services, identification of 

resources presently giving services to heroin users arxi 
information gathering concerning need for development of 
new resources. 

(c) direct communication and continuing dialogue with 
appropriate government officials. 

3. Existing treatment services should proviae opportunities for 
the heroin user to d.evelop self respect and responsibility. 

,.. E.d.sting treatment services should be available to the heroin 
user on a twenty··tour hour per day basis. 

5. More meetings and l'>lorkshops similar to the Symposium. need to 
be arranged in the future for the sharing of ideas by 
professional a~l lay people from all walks of life who are 
concerned in he~he heroin user in this metropolis. 

6. A new look needs to be taken in the education of parents am 
children concerning heroin use. 

7. Heroin and morphine maintenance prog,Tcmunes un:l.er .medical 
controlled conditions l'Jere reconnnended by some groups with 
the encouragement of total abstinence whenever .the user was 
so motivated. This reconnnendation was not unanimous as some 
were opposed to the legalization of these two drugs. They 
considered that the user l10uld still seek street heroin in 
addition to any maintenance programme. 
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8. Special services for youth and children need to be established 

to provide alternative life styles for young heroin users 
ttroughout the Greater Vancouver Area. 

9. The news media might consider re-examining their portrayal of 
news concerning the use of drugs. It was felt that a certain 
style of writing that reflects the reporter's personal attitude 
to arugs could arouse a curiosity on the part of the reader 
who may be a potential user. One L,TOUp suggested that red~ced 
publicity might be advisable. Others felt this recommendation 
was not realistic as we live in a drug oriented Society. 

10. lVlore social research is required in helping to detect warning 
signs of a potential heroin user especially amongst youth and 
children. 

11. The use of authority needs to be re-examined concerning 
treatment of heroin users. The question was raised "Can 
authority really force treatment?" 

12. Nore community based facilities need to be established as an 
alternative to incarceration of heroin users. 

13. A gradual transition programme bElck to the corrununity (for 
exalnple, work release) needs to be established for those heroin 
users sentenced to correctional institutions. 

14. More professional and lay services and appropriate resources 
need to be available to emergency clinics in hospitals so that 
a continuing in-patient emd follow-up service can be offered 
and rendered to the heroin user a t a time '\I]hen he is more 
likely to be receptive to treatment. 

15. More facilities need to be established for urinalysis testing 
throughout the Province. 

16. Some considered "heroin use" to be a contE,~ous disease 
requiring isolation of the individual for purposes of treaunent. 

17. Peers have better results in the treatment of heroin users, 
for example, a former heroin user 1'1ho ha s overcome his 
dependency .• 

lB. Society needs to develop alternative ways of life that are more 
appealing to the heroin user and can take the place of heroin. 

19. There should be more facilities available throughout the. 
Province fo:r~ a heroin user to unc,ergo voluntary withdrawal 
treatment and for certain physicians, to be licenced to 
prescribe rnainter.ance medication in those areas where clinics 
are not available. 
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20. A computerized control agency needs to be established so that 
social data can be provided instantaneously to any recognized 
agency providing services to heroin users. ,,' 

21. A volunteer movement needs to be developed so that"' cCt:,;;.ernt.d 
memberso! the public can be trained to reach out to 'J,nd~.t\'li,ot.~d 
children and young people in the community \'lhose life styles. 
make them suspect as potential heroin users. Appropriate 
referrals could then be made to the agency, organization 
professional personnel or self help group best qualified'to 
reIYler service s 0 
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" ......• I hope that nobody goes home and just forgets about 
this Symposium. I hope everybody will continue to work 
together •••• •• 11 

Sandy, 
February 2$, 1973 
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